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Do children feel like they are the right kind of people to do 
science?

(Shanahan, 2007)



Core research questions and tasks:

Questions around identity (science vs creativity). What 
do children think about science? Does this idea of 
science include an understanding of science as a 
creative endeavour?  How does this affect their interest 
in science?  

Questions around the field trip's impact. How are 
elementary students' perceptions about science and 
creativity (creative aspects of science) informed by 
their participation in science outreach activities such as 
the SCLS symposium? 

The Best Wear Small Blue Glasses 
a found poem by Janice Valdez

If I were the best student in science, I would be good 

at biology

and making robots

The best student 
might be smart
would be nice
might do homework on time.
the school’s top artist and athlete
usually wearing school apparel 
with paint blotches all over
 
a genius.
 
A creative mind always follows their own path,
loves what they do,

likes to show off.
takes books 

wherever she goes
smaller than the average, 
But
everyone thinks he’s a year 

or two older

she has her own
sense

of 
style

wears small blue glasses
a white blouse

 
She writes in cursive writing 

likes to discover new things
some people might call them a nerd…
but they don’t care

she is a dreadful athlete
eyes flickering around 

noticing things
 The best is
just like any other 13 year old
worried about looks 
always sweating
over what others think

not the best at everything, but makes all of it fun. 



SCLS Methodology? 

• Qualitative case study (Merriam, 1998; 
Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994)

• Studying contemporary phenomena in 
real-life contexts

• Defining Boundaries



What is  
Science?  



What%is%the%nature%of%science?%

What Science really is?
How do we transform this Science into a science that:
- is a vital source of knowledge?
- promotes “systematic methods of inquiry”? (Dewey, 

1929)

Science becomes:
- “Abstract…cold, detached” (Boaler, 1993)
- Objective, neutral, “acultural truth” (Krugly-Smolska, 1995)
- Culturally neutral, factual (Barba, 1998)
- Canonical knowledge devoid of human dimensions such 

as aesthetics and history (Stewart, 2010)



Marie-Claire video goes here…

QUESTIONS?

P.S.  We’re hosting an open lab/house at the Michael Smith 
Laboratories.  If you want to come over and chat more about this 
and other science education projects, check out the facilities, or 
just want to play with microscopes, then do visit.   

We’re the big building with the DNA helix on the window (by the 
UBC Bookstore), and we’ll be open from 1:45pm to 3:00pm 

Dave Ng - db@mail.ubc.ca | @ng_dave 
Latika Raisinghani - latika.raisinghani@alumni.ubc.ca 
Tathali Urueta - tathali@mail.ubc.ca 

(note: slide will go up at sciencecreative.wordpress.com)
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